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H-CHP Workshops for Professionals
Lapland Hotels,
Oulu, Finland
9 September 2019

●
●

Stewart Wilson opened the workshop, welcoming all in attendance.
He gave an overview of the Project, what the Project has been analysing and better ways to run
it.

Markku Kananen presentation –
● Some adjustments with the first CHP prototype
● Not many commercial CHP systems have been cost-effective (some companies have gone
bankrupt soon after starting) and did not produce an adequate amount of electricity.
● Our system’s motor has now been tested with compressed air – we will test with steam in two
weeks.
Volter presentation –
● One unit has served 32 apartments in one building. Can be used on small detached houses or
buildings within close proximity.
● Consumers need to be free to use their preferred electricity supplier
● Only used for general purposes e.g. ventilation, street lights.
● Many farms have benefitted from the system already.
● If there is more electricity produced than needed, the surplus can be sold to utility companies.
Markku Korhonen presentation –
● Countryside village with 400 inhabitants in Northern Ostrobothnia, Finland
● Forest owners produce final product, local entrepreneur arranges delivery once a week to the
building.
● Extra heat is used for driers, etc,
● 4-5 days to dry the ‘batch of feedstock’
Jarno Haapakoski presentation –
● Gave an overview of a Stirling engine rated at 5kw
● Gas engine exhaust gas to recover heat
● Small scale could be done to retrofit existing heating systems
Esa Silomaa presentation –
● Choose your supplier – can buy electricity from one Company and sell to another.
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●
●
●

When using equipment according to their designed configuration, it is very easy to install and
use them.
Commercial equipment have been mostly designed to work along with the existing grid system
due to the demand focusing on this type rather than off-grid.
In the project, we have attempted to get an off-grid system to modify for our purposes but this
requires significant changes to the software, and there are no instructions in this process.

QUESTIONS / DISCUSSIONS:
1. Brian asked if all agree that biofuels are carbon neutral. All were in agreement, yes. In Ireland
they are hesitant to support CHP as they don’t agree that it is carbon neutral and causes a
reduction in air quality.
2. Feed-in tariff has been removed in the Republic of Ireland.
3. Is peat sustainable?
4. Stewart asked for costs for a typical installation in a new build? Capital cost can be 20k euros +.
Volter representative noted homeowners do not want high installation and subsequent
maintenance costs.
5. Geothermal, district heating and solar panels are popular. District heating especially in the cities.
6. H-CHP is not attractive because of fuel costs – how do we become attractive to householders?
Operating costs are too high, fuel costs and maintenance costs are higher than using electricity
from the grid as a primary source.
7. Kw transfer cost is more than electric price.
8. RHI tariff is much lower in the UK
9. Will need to have a valuable use for most of the heat produced or it wont work.
10. Industrial size pieces of kit could be more sensible rather than small scale units.
11. Volter can scale down their equipment to 5kw. An average household will pay 10-15k euros for a
geothermal unit so would be reluctant to pay 20k euros for H-CHP. Maintenance costs will also
be higher.
12. Can we afford to develop something that would not be attractive financially?
13. Controls – would it be simple enough to use in all households. E.g. social rented properties?
14. Can they be controlled from mobile phones? Still a question of cost.
15. Fuel cost was agreed as the biggest issue – good quality fuel is expensive and where do you get
the volume. At Government level it would be possible.
16. Possibly the retrofit option is the best option – a Stirling engine type retrofit? The existing heat
source is already there so that the engine could be installed to modify the system to generate
electricity.
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H-CHP Workshops for Professionals
Elite Stadshotellet,
Lulea, Sweden
11 September 2019

●
●

Stewart Wilson opened the workshop, welcoming all in attendance.
He gave an overview of the Project, what the Project has been analysing and better ways to run
it.

Silva Herrmann Comments on Project Presentation:
● Previously working on two projects interested in this technology.
● Didn’t actually install CHP in their projects
● Looking at this project for households and small companies, farms, small district heating system,
etc.
● Seeking viable options for use by the above.
Torborn Ilar
● The Inresol Stirling engine has been in use from 2012 (company now in administration)
● 2kw is currently in use and they claim it works well.
● It could be possible to couple the Stirling engine with a burner and get hands-on trial experience.
● Silva stated she has been in contact with users. Two people are happy with it and the third person
felt that maintenance could be intense (south of Sweden).
● Popular among farmers.
● Inresol are working on a new approach and it could be back on the market in 2-3 months.
● The Stirling ‘Okofen’ is quite expensive at approximately 10k euros.
● The gasification unit, developed at Iceland University, is now on a trailer and almost ready to take
to other countries.
● The steam engine prototype is still in development and it is hoped will be working in two weeks.
● Building another prototype – 10 bar which is lower pressure to help minimise risk and failures.
Iceland Presentation: (Brian)
● In Swedish communities, district heating is preferable.
● A ‘wet’ system would be an uncommon technology in Sweden.
● If you want to invest in your home, H-CHP would be a good advantage but requires incentives in
terms of Government policy such as Scottish Government setting minimum energy efficiency
standards.
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●
●
●

Cost is an issue: a high initial cost and high fuel costs and part of the project will be to calculate
these costs.
The gasification boiler would heat 5-6 houses: a mini district heating system.
Possible fuels: food waste, natural gas, biomass? Need a version on the market to test – to
what extent do you collaborate with other projects in Europe? E.g Coben, e-Lighthouse Project?

Volter Presentation (by SW):
● Looking at electricity from wood
● Size 4m x 1.8 m can power three houses.
● Also, the outdoor version can go into a trailer.
● Agricultural units use biogas used with a regular combustion engine.
● Heat related calculations for small users – will look at developing later on.
● Can sell excess electricity to the retailer.
● 12 cents per KW hour is typical purchase price in Sweden.
● If you sell your excess electricity to the retailer e.g. solar PV– you have to buy from the same
one.
● In North Sweden one of the companies has raised the cost for the grid above the others.
Electricity price is high.
Esa Solamman Presentation:
● Inverter and LG battery pack don’t speak to each other.
● Have to manage the design and supply so you can store heat and electricity in the home.
● Power grid options – choice of system may impact Government- wise
● Commercial power outage – the grid inverter has to be disconnected from the grid.
● Tesla are fitting power walls on a small scale - not cost efficient if prices are high.
● Operation of the systems must be considered when the Grid fails – Isolation is essential.
● Finland export some electricity to Russia and Norway – strong infrastructure.
● Getting off-the-shelf components to work together is difficult.
Supply Chain Issues Presentation: Brian
● When we looked at small scale biomass manufacturers, looking below the glossy brochure, 5 or
10Kw equipment did not exist at all or were at a less well developed state than this project.
● Buying pellets in Finland/Sweden is easy as most of the countryside is forest. 348m trees are
planted every year. However, the issue will be supply chains in Ireland, Iceland and remote
island communities in Scotland.

QUESTIONS / DISCUSSIONS:
1. Policies need to kick in to develop the market.
2. Education is needed – for the Installers – due to lack of awareness, understanding, etc.
3. Installers will need to know maintenance costs, accreditation, policies, etc, need to run in
tandem.
4. Such as Shine 21 UK, used to train plumbers to install solar water heaters, which was really
successful.
5. A Government top-down approach is needed?
6

6. We need fore-runners and pilots or things will stay the same.
7. Specifically trained people needed to make it “normal”, demonstrations, energy outreach and
public education is needed.
8. Need to gain confidence for the marketplace with issues such as GDPR.
9. Swedish official policy – there is no fuel poverty.
10. Future issues to discuss: Public seminars on awareness raising to understand the technology
and survey results published.
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H-CHP Workshops for Professionals
Udaras na Gealtachta Business Park,
Derrybeg, Gweedore, Donegal
17 September 2019

•
•
it.

Stewart Wilson opened the workshop, welcoming all in attendance.
He gave an overview of the Project, what the Project has been analysing and better ways to run

Markku Kananen Presentation:
● Prototype based on steam engine.
● 3 – 6 Kw Electricity aiming to better meet the household demand in the NPA area.
● Cabinet size 600 x 600 x 1800
● Steam engine dimensioning notes can be sent out by Markku
Volter Presentation: (Stewart)
● One unit has served 32 apartments in one building. Can be used on small detached houses or
buildings within close proximity.
● Consumers need to be free to use their preferred electricity supplier
● Only used for general purposes e.g. ventilation, street lights.
● If there is more electricity produced than needed, the surplus can be sold to utility companies.
● Volter’s main customers are farms, industry, etc.
● Presentation is on the stick
Markku (Iceland) Presentation:
● Technology works on “syngas”. Carbon monoxide mix, like old town gas.
● This kit is bigger and generally geared to more than one house.
● Cost is the main challenge and how the electricity to heat load works.
● It will be an issue to make it work in sparsely populated areas.
● There is no gas supply in rural areas.
● Organic waste could be looked at too. The technology is already there.
● Could we take the Sterling technology and bolt it on to existing systems cost effectively? The
Sterling technology is relatively cheap.
Points of discussion:
● 50% of households use electric heating in the Western Isles – Why? Availability / Price / Culture?
● Storage heaters mostly.
● District network operator balances the grid and the retail arm sells the electricity on.
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●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Fuel poverty levels are high. People ration their energy use as they can’t afford to heat.
H-CHP could get that electricity load reduced.
Would it not be more feasible to reduce on a wider scale your electricity generation? E.g. at
community level? Regulations on electricity distribution are incredibly difficult to work round.
SEAI will not give grants for oil in future – air source heat pumps only. Oil is no longer encouraged
and use has dropped to 53%. If oil prices go up again, this will be a barrier to people heating their
homes.
Issues with rusting boilers difficult to overcome in Island communities.
Moisture content of wood pellets also an issue.
Wind turbine can be used instead of solar connection? Electricity produced by solar panels or
micro-wind can be stored if the grid goes down, and can be used later.

Darren Cannan – Ermen Systems
● Magnetic water demineralisation treatment to prevent corrosion. Chemical Free.
● Installation – link it through the system. No need to drain. If the system is particularly corroded,
it will need a chemical flush.
● Prices range from 750 to 1050 euros
● Talking to engineers, who are reluctant to engage. Approaching from the top down.
● Will increase the efficiency of the system: got a report from a hotel in Dublin who recorded a 42%
saving on energy. Payback on that is less than a year for the hotel.
● Longevity of the boiler is being extended.
● Charlie noted: he saw this at Mitsubishi. Air source heat pumps need this or there will be severe
maintenance problems.
OAMK Presentation (Brian)
● Inverter does not comply with the battery
● Check before you buy a battery that it is compliant with the system.
● The Inverter has to be able to speak to the grid. Kit has to comply.
● Harder to get on the SSE grid in Scotland for community developments. Permission is needed for
anything over 3.65.
QUESTIONS / DISCUSSIONS:
1. SEAI introduced grants for CHP carried out in high rise flats and not well received.
2. Tried to encourage wood pellets in a whole estate and the pellets weren’t available. It may have
been too early for H-CHP then.
3. Electric vehicles: 40kw battery on wheels. Can be parked outside your house and with a
connector, can connect the battery to charge the house- alongside the H-CHP system acting as if
it were a PV cell.
4. It may be an attractive system in the Islands and the west coast.
5. Barriers to H-CHP: cost / supply chain insecurity / availability and constraints of deliveries of fuel.
6. Donegal County Council have studied this.
7. Scandinavian countries are far ahead of us due to higher percentages of forest cover.
8. It was thought that wood chip boilers would displace oil boilers.
9. Incompetent maintenance led to the industry getting a bad name in Ireland.
10. Education for the industry is important too.
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Kirkwall District Heating Project – woodchip. Continual problems with fuel moisture content, etc.
Regulation and policy makers need to be approached. All solvable at regional levels.
The next stage will be public seminars and publishing the findings in the SPA areas.
Contact between the industry and the developers is essential.
Markku has talked to the Swedish company Inresol – not much co-operation as in administration.
Would like to have a prototype running to rent, loan or sell.
One unit currently being developed in Tipperary based on the Rankine system- but electrical
output is less than 1 Kw
18. Some industry partners will be willing to advise us on setbacks, etc.
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H-CHP Workshops for Professionals
University of Iceland
19 September 2019

●
●

Stewart Wilson opened the workshop, welcoming all in attendance.
He gave an overview of the Project and the challenges being faced.

Rúnar Unnþórsson Presentation
● Alternative fuels and gasification: waste separation – 3 bins per household in centre of Iceland –
outer area only 2 bins.
● Heat exchangers used for showers, etc.
● Using hot air to top it up.
● 50kg of ash waste per tonne of feed pellets.
● Mixing our own pellets.
● Look at other waste, e.g. newspapers. Plastics melt
● All household waste is separated in Norway. Plastic, food and wood is removed. The rest is
compressed and moved to Sweden to burn.
(Christiaan Richter comments)
● Paper briquette not easy to burn. Pellets in Iceland were tried – they fell apart.
● This is why gasification should be looked at.
● Suggested to Christiaan to come to the Western Isles next year.
● High cost to Local Authority to transport waste to Stornoway from the southern Isles and the
footprint of the trucks is huge.
Saethor at Icewind’s Presentation:
● Works during normal grid times
● You can buy a grid timer built in. Can tell it not to feed into the grid.
● No legislation for new build in Iceland
● Inverter has automatic switch-off.
● Legislation can be very slow – need politicians to change the agenda.
OAMK Finland Presentation (Stewart)
● Need a fourth option – so you don’t feed into the grid?
● Disconnect from the grid?
Supply Chain Issues (College video)
● Conclusions page: add gasification as a point?
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QUESTIONS / DISCUSSIONS:
1. Is it possible to get more waste from households? Yes – would need to be dried.
2. Seaweed? High water content. – needs to be dried.
3. Use of H-CHP in addition with solar and gasification?
4. Prototypes – 50k US Dollars to supply 5 homes.
5. 20kw electricity / 3 kw per house? Would run most appliances in the background.
6. Would still need energy from the grid
7. Electric cars – used to charge and discharge ?
8. Hybrid? E.g. hydrogen ferry being looked at in Point. Ferry to Icelandic islands is electric.
Hydrogen buses in Orkney.
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H-CHP Workshops for Professionals
Tighean Innse Gall, Stornoway
26 September 2019

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Stewart Wilson opened the workshop, welcoming all in attendance.
He gave an overview of the Project and the challenges being faced.
Oulu/OMAK leading project, production and evaluation
Iceland University – looking at gasification systems
Lulea – looking at controllers
Ireland – dealing with the communications package
UHI – assessment and evaluation
Associate partners – PSDT and Woodland Trust.

Different technologies being looked at:
● Stirling
● Steam
● Organic Rankine
● Thermoelectric
● Gasifier and combustion
● Fuel cell
● Tesla turbine
Opening discussion:
● Important in the European context to realise everything is not the same as us. UHI has done a lot
of work trying to find out what other countries’ needs are.
● Icelandic engineers are looking at developing the use of plastics as a fuel.
● Icelandic waste disposal contractor was at that workshop and his local government are
concentrating on how to use waste as a fuel.
● Gas unit 91Kw efficiency is 42%.
Volter Presentation: (Brian)
● One unit has served 32 apartments in one building. Can be used on small detached houses or
buildings within close proximity.
● Consumers need to be free to use their preferred electricity supplier
● Only used for general purposes e.g. ventilation, street lights.
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●
●
●

If there is more electricity produced than needed, the surplus can be sold to utility companies.
Volter’s main customers are farms, industry, etc.
Presentation is on the stick

Murdo Murray – comments:
● In terms of the units, if more effective on a larger scale, it would tie in with Scottish Government
heat networks.
● The bolt-on part could be good for Western Isles houses and could be the way forward, e.g. solar
panels for summer.
● Liked the concept of the Stirling engine.
● Is hydrogen an option? BW replied this is a biomass fired project and the rationale is for remote
communities. The advantage of the supply chain in Finland, Norway and Sweden is the land mass
of trees.
Andrew Mackenzie – comments:
● In the manufacture of CHP systems, there is not one unit that will do one type of house.
● Significant that you can’t buy just one.
Iain Morrison:
● If we take peat out of the equation we don’t have biomass – do we have to import?
● Seaweed as an option? UHI looking at uses of seaweed.
● Iceland has cheap electricity from geothermal production
● The fuel has to be specific to each area.
Giuseppe: Legislative Framework:
● It will take a minimum of six months to certify a new bit of equipment esp for MCS.
● H-CHP certification will be the BB Agreement – the only board in the UK that can accredit it.
● Then another six months for us to certify the kit.
● People may be able to claim ECO when they install them, through the Innovation Fund. The utility
companies have 15% of their overall obligation towards innovation.
OAMK Finland Presentation:
● Possibility of having a separate DC network in the home?
● There are no DC home appliances in Finland.
● DC appliances in the home have to be plugged in to an AC adapter.
● There may be an opportunity to install DC adapters here?
● This was discussed with regard to the pilot but various issues prevented it as an option going
forward.
● 230 volts for AC is an effective power voltage.
● Can be changed to 200 DC easily.
● Challenge would be how to store the energy in the batteries.
Andrew Mackenzie comments:
● This is getting complicated – is this for us?
● Current electricity network is reliable. Referred to Page 5 of his handout.
● If you connect to the grid, you will need a competent installer and apply to SSE for a connection.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

In our case, the option we’re talking about is under 16 Amp.
Straightforward for a one-phase system.
Same process for PV system or H-CHP.
No single house would generate enough electricity to need storage or export.
Electric cars can be used to discharge electricity too.
Transferring the heat into other forms of energy will lose the heat right away.
Above 3.68 Kw can be fed back into the grid
There are three steps after that.
You have to apply to SSE for anything over 11 Kw
If the grid can take that, they will give you a licence.
Are you going to have your boiler on all the time? No = so you will have no power.
The H-CHP unit will be tailored for winter here.
For summer, you will have to find a compromise.
If you shut down the unit when you don’t need it, you won’t get payment for it. The unit needs
to be kept on to generate the funding.
With the northern partners, their winters are colder and longer than ours and biomass makes
more sense there. They also have the fuel on their doorstep.
The gasification system, downscaled, seems more viable here.
Greenland is looking at solar power plus cold resistant wind turbines – not looking at H-CHP at all.
Will we be changing the burners on the system to match each area? Gasification parts are fixed
in what they can use – difficult to adjust the heat settings for other fuel types.
Bigger productions can be “daisy chained” for larger systems.

QUESTIONS / DISCUSSIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The experience in the Western Isles of biomass isn’t particularly good.
Fluctuations of price and sourcing of pellets, plus transport issues and costs.
More appropriate for larger installations.
Highlights there is a need to look at specific scenarios: some with solar, electricity, oil, etc, for
individual scenarios in the Western Isles.
5. The project has some way to go to looking at the various bits of equipment and configuring these
to house types.
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Workshop brochures – Note, these were translated for each workshop into regional languages
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Full Attendance List at H-CHP Workshops
NAME

ORGANISATION

STATUS

Esa Silomaa
Mika Puirava
Jani Kumpula
Sanna Salomaa
Heikki Ollila
Markku Korhonen
Markku Kananen
Jarno Haapakoski
Pekka Pääkkönen
Sanna Hiltunen
Ari Mickos
Paaso Keinänen
Torborn Ilar
Andreas Johansson
Silva Herrmann
Peter Paolo
Alma Gallagher
Terence Gallagher
Nick Timmons

OAMK
FMT
FMT
FMT
OAMK
OAMK
FMT
Volter
City of Oulu
OAMK
Sievin
Business Oulu
Lulea TU
Energikontor Norr
Jokkmokk
Kirunen
Clar ICH Mayo
Premier Insulation Solutions
Letterkenny Institute of Technology

Ben Graham

Letterkenny Institute of Technology

Aodh Mac Sibhne
Aisling Nic Aoidh
Heather Young
Cathal O Gallchóir
Harry Burke
Maura Walsh

Udaras
Udaras
Derry Strabane City Council
Eircom
Energy Action Ireland
IRD Duhallow

Darren Cannon
Colm Rigney
Ivan Sproule
John Carty
Charles Roarty
Micheal O Daibhir
Finola Fleming
Runar Unnphorsson
Pàll Reynisson
Birgir Kristjánsson

Ermen Systems
Ermen Systems
Community group
Enerpower
Energy Action Ireland
Udaras
Clar ICH
University of Iceland
Private business
Islenska Gamafelagid

Unsure name
Christiaan Ricther
Gudsleg Sigjonssen
Saethor Asgeiss
Brendan Harty
Sturart Bagshaw
Murdo Murray
Donald Thomson
Iain Morrison
Christian Wagner
Stewart Wilson
Brian Whitington
Catherine Anne Smith
Matthew Hebditch

Seltjarnarnes Municipality
CPR, U of Iceland
Reykjanesbær Municipality
Icewind
SB Architects
SB Architects
Local Energy Scotland
CnES
Quantity Surveyor
Private citizen
TIG
TIG
TIG
TIG

University - partner
University - partner
University - partner
University - partner
University - partner
University - partner
University - partner
Private Sector - energy
Government – municipality
University - partner
Private Sector - business
Private Sector - business
University - partner
Government – energy agency
Government - municipality
Government - municipality
Private Sector – energy
Private Sector – energy
University – interested
department
University – interested
department
Public Sector – community group
Public Sector – community group
Government – municipality
Private Sector – energy
Public Sector - partner
Public Sector – community
development and energy
Private Sector – Energy Company
Private Sector – Energy Company
Public Sector – community group
Private Sector - energy
Public Sector - partner
Public Sector – community group
Private Sector - energy
University - Partner
Private sector - business
Private Sector - environmental
management services
Government – municipality
University - partner
Government – municipality
Private Sector - energy
Private Sector - architect
Private Sector - architect
Government – Scotland
Government – municipality
Private Sector – building trades
Private citizen
Public Sector - partner
Public Sector - partner
Public Sector - partner
Public Sector – surveyors
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David Macphail
Andrew Mackenzie
Alex Durie
Giuseppe Petricca
Angus Murray

TIG
UHI
Fraser Architecture
UHI
UHI

Public Sector – surveyors
University - partner
Private Sector - architect
University - partner
University – interested
department
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